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How To Get Traffic On A Zero Advertising Budget The truth of the matter is that FREE traffic doesn't have

to mean POOR QUALITY traffic. In fact, quite the reverse is true in terms of this book. I've had MORE

sales from the traffic generated using my free methods than I have from Ads that I've paid over $200 for.

The proof is in the bank - I USE the methods in 'Free Traffic For Broke Marketers' every single day, yet I

rarely pay for ads any more even though I can easily afford to. It's a simple fact - The FREE traffic

generation methods in this book work better for me than any paid marketing I've ever used. You'll find out:

How to get traffic to your websites for FREE - as often as you like and whenever you like. How the worst

kept secret about traffic driving could be your BEST money maker. Why PLR can be your best friend or

your worst enemy (find out which) when driving traffic. The surefire methods to ensure that your articles

get published by ALL directories. The main mistakes that most broke marketers make when trying to

attract free traffic. The TRUTH about backlinks. Google - Friend or foe to the broke marketer? - what you

really NEED to know. How to get other people to drive traffic to your sites while you earn the money. The

one simple traffic technique that can vastly increase your site visits. The 'secret' Google trick that tells you

who can help you and who to stay away from. You will have to put some work into driving traffic to your

websites - this isn't a magic potion - but what you WON'T have to do is pay for it. Your chance of online

success increases greatly if you don't have the expense of paying for your traffic - it means that every

cent you DO earn can be either put back into your business OR used to meet your living expenses if you

decide you want to quit your 9-5 job. And let's face it - your business isn't going anywhere if nobody sees

your website - you need traffic to survive online.
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